Ut Jungs Bu, Korea
14 Sept 51

Dearest Elzy:

Yes, the "limited objective" drives and counter drives are on... and we're in there pitching as hard as ever.

About Japan: Frankly I would like to come stateside, but can read all the lines the suppressed urge to tell me to elect Japan at all cost. I have not yet submitted my application even though it is ready to be processed. I first want to know about the local National Guard there in Pittsburgh.
Dearest Elz:-

Yes the “limited objective” drives and counter-drives are on... and we’re in there pitching as hard as ever.

About Japan: Frankly I would like to come stateside but can read all thru your lines the suppressed urge to tell me to elect Japan at all cost. I have not yet submitted my application even though it is ready to be processed. I first want to know about the local National Guard there in Pittsburgh
What kind of units are there? What ranks are open to be filled. And all other pertinent data. I would like to join a N.G. outfit in a position vacant of Major or above — A T.C. unit such as a Transportation Truck battalion or T.C. Highway Group. I would forgo any Japan tour to get such an N.G. break. If I were home I could get this information now. I must depend on you. I hesitate to apply for any overseas extension until I hear all about the N.G. On the other hand, I'd rather be in Korea or in Japan than at some post or fort in Missouri, etc.
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What kind of units are there?

What Ranks are open to be filled. And all other pertinent data. I would like
to join a N.G. outfit in
a position vacancy of major or above – A TC unit such
as a Transportation Truck battalion or TC Highway Group.
I would forego any Japan tour to get such an N.G. break. If I were home,
I could get this info myself.
Now, I must depend on you.
I hesitate to apply for any overseas extension until I hear all about the N.G.
On the other hand, I’d rather be in Korea or in Japan than at some post
or fort in Mississippi, etc.
In the event of a Japan decision, I'd like to know about the following.

1. Would you hold on to the apt & if so, at what cost monthly? Remember that our rental allowance would be taken away, and my present rental allowance amounts to $90.00 monthly. Any monthly rental cost in U.S. in addition to the loss of $90.00 monthly is something to ponder before deciding hastily.

2. Would you consider storage of furniture? We could possibly get government storage without charge but at our own risk.

3. What is the price of new Nash ambassadors and trade-in value of Chevy or it ( Nash or another Chevy? )
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In the event of a Japan decision:

I’d like to know about the following.

1. Would you hold on to the Apt or and if so, at what cost monthly? Remember that our rental allowance would be taken away over here and my present rental allowance amounts to $90.00 monthly. Any monthly rental cost in U.S. $ in addition to the loss of $90.00 monthly is something to ponder before deciding hastily.

2. Would you consider storage of furniture? We could possibly get government storage without charge but at our own risk.

3. What is the price of new Nash Ambassadors and trade in value of Chevvy on it (Nash) or another Chevy?
Frankly, I would like to have you and the children add Japan to your list of world travels. I believe you eventually will. But I want to know about stateside possibilities first because I'm already tired of being a captain. I should be a major or 2Lt Col by now anyhow.

There are officers over here who left the Army as 1st Lt in '45, '46, and '47 and joined the NG and came back as Majors or 2Lt Col. So I want to know about NG now.

Effort is being made to get qualified company grade officers to sign up for a two year tour in Formosa as advisors to the Nationalist Chinese Army.
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Frankly I would like to have you and the children add Japan to your list of world travels. I believe you eventually will. But I want to know about stateside possibilities first because I’m already tired of being a captain. I should be a Major or Lt Col by now anyhow. There are officers over here who left the Army as 1st Lt in ’45 + 46 + 47 and joined the NG + came back as Majors + Lt Cols. So I want to know about NG now.

Effort is being made to get qualified company Grade officers to sign up for a two year tour in FORMOSA as advisers to the Nationalist Chinese Army. Many
Officers are applying and are being accepted and assigned. Pay for officers is $11.20 daily in addition to his regular pay and allowances. Quite a tempting proposition. I would have jumped at the opportunity had it not been for the following conditions:

1. No dependents allowed in Formosa.
2. Two years more from wife and family would probably award me with a divorce and loss of the darlingest wife and daughters on this side of the universe.

So I let temptation pass me by because money without family to enjoy it (or spend it) might not be actually as pleasant as anticipation can make believe. Anyhow, I can't bear the
officers are applying and are being accepted + assigned. Pay for officers is $11.20 daily in addition to his regular pay + allowances. Quite a tempting proposition. I would have jumped at the opportunity had it not been for the following conditions:

1. No dependents allowed in Formosa.
2. Two years more AWAY from wife and family would probably award me with a divorce and loss of the darlingest wife and daughters on this side of the universe

So I let temptation pass me by because money without my family to enjoy it (or spend it) might not be actually as pleasant as anticipation can make believe. Anyhow, I can’t bear the
I thought of being away from you two more years -- whole five years -- impossible.

Did you receive all three boxes that were in the mail at the time you last wrote me about one received? One was a large wooden box with golf clubs; another had clothing & confections; and the third had my small radio & confections. Did you get them all?

Do the bonds get in each month?

Here is one thing I have been planning to write you about for a long time. Those encyclopedias that belong to Santa McAFEE. Please write me disposition of them.
thought of being away from you two more years – WHOLE YEARS – impossible.

Did you receive all three boxes that were in the mail at the time you last wrote me about one received? One was a long wooden box with golf clubs; another two had clothing + confections; and the third had my small Radio + confections. Did you get them all?

Do the bonds get in each month?

Here is one thing I have been planning to write you about for a long time – THOSE ENCYCLOPEDIAS that belong to Sgt McAFFE. Please write me disposition of them.
Set McAfeedesires that they be mailed (shipped) direct to his home in Texas to the following:

MRS. ANGELINA MCAFFE
GENERAL DELIVERY
SHINER, TEXAS

Now please do this and let me know the shipping cost. Let McAfee will reimburse me for the money spent. He has been asking me about this every time I see him. It certainly will be a relief to me to be able to tell him the books are in the mail to his Texas home.

Enclosed are two pix taken in Uisongbu, Korea in July '51.

Hubley

(Handwritten signature)
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Sgt McAfee desires that they be mailed (shipped) direct to his home in Texas to the following:

   MRS. ANGELINA McAFEE
   GENERAL DELIVERY
   SHINER, TEXAS

   Now please do this and let me know the shipping cost.

Sgt McAfee will reimburse me for the money spent. He has been asking me about this every time I see him. It certainly will be a relief to me to be able to tell him the books are in the mail to his Texas home.

   Enclosed are two pix taken in UIJONG BU, KOREA in July ‘51

   Love to all the family + in laws

   Hubby

   Ivorey Cobb